
For a two-week period in mid-
March 2020, funding markets 
experienced severe turbulence, 
with spillovers affecting many 
corners of the financial system. 

We provide an overview of the 
current situation in funding 
markets and discuss the main 
drivers behind the stress 
seen in March, the impact 
of policy interventions and 
vulnerabilities going forward.

Points  
of View
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•  Funding markets were severely 
impaired for a two-week period 
in mid-March 2020, driven by a 
relentless demand for cash — 
particularly US dollars — both 
in the US and outside the US. 

•  The unwind of leveraged trades 
by speculative investors, which 
create leverage through the 
secured funding market, was a 
key transmission mechanism for 
spreading stress to a broad range 
of asset classes. 

•  Funding issues remained a major 
driver of financial markets in  
March until central banks were  
able to restore the functioning 
in the plumbing of the financial  
system through a number 
of measures. Stress abated 
significantly since then. 

•  There are a number of vulnerabilities 
in the financial system that may 
create further stress going forward. 
These include: 1. the risk of a second 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

lockdown and a further drawdown 
on credit facilities by corporates, 
which may crowd out other funding 
activities by banks; 2. Further asset 
class downgrades could trigger 
new rounds of margin calls both 
between bilateral counterparties in 
the funding markets and at central 
clearing counterparties (CCPs) or 
trading venues; 3. Lack of access to 
swap lines with the Federal Reserve 
and broader instability in US dollar 
funding flows for many emerging 
market economies with significant 
US dollar needs.

•  Chart 2 captures the size and the 
speed of the stress relief for liquidity 
conditions in the US, Charts 5 and 6 
emphasize the drop in interest rate 
expectations across global markets. 
Unless lockdown rollback boosts 
growth far beyond expectations, 
global rates will likely remain low 
for the foreseeable future. 
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Stress in funding markets abated 
significantly since March (Chart 1). 
For instance, pricing levels for the vast 
majority of commercial paper (CP) are now 
well below the Fed’s Commercial Paper 
Funding Facility (CPFF), even for many 
lower-rated issuers. Libor has normalized 
more rapidly than what was expected  
in April. 

Central banks’ liquidity interventions were 
key for restoring conditions in the funding 
market. For instance, central bank swap 
lines likely reduced the need of foreign 
banks to issue in Commercial Paper and 
Certificate of Deposit (CD) markets to 
support their dollar denominated asset 
positions (Japanese and European banks, 
in particular, given the BOJ and ECB 
comprise the majority of the US dollar 
borrowing at central bank swap lines).

Chart 2 provides a more detailed overview 
of the current conditions in the market, 
relative to peak stress levels reached 
in March 2020 and during the global 
financial crisis (GFC).

An overview of current conditions

CHART 1

US dollar Libor–OIS, US Repo rate–OIS, and USD CP–OIS spreads

  3-month USD Libor-OIS (LS)
  3-month US Nonfinancial AA CP–OIS (LS)
  1-month US Repo General Collateral Rate–OIS (RS)

CHART 2

Change in funding market stress indicators
  Global financial crisis peak stress         Jan 2020 — peak stress       
  Jan 2020 – current

Data as of May 28, 2020. Source: Bloomberg.

Data as of May 28, 2020. Source: Bloomberg and BNY Mellon Investment Management calculations. 

* For cross-currency basis swaps and swap spreads, when spreads become more negative it 
indicates deteriorating conditions; however, for the chart we have reversed the sign to enhance 
comparability. For instance, for EUR-USD 3-month cross-currency basis swap, a 207.5 bp change  
in 2008 actually indicates a -207.5 bp change from the min to max level. 
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After a surge in outflows in March, flows 
out of prime funds have stabilized in 
recent weeks (Chart 3 and Chart 4). There 
appears to be more caution in the market, 
however. For instance, prime funds have 
allocated a record amount to T-bills 
rather than credit. This may point to more 
discretion in purchases given the risks for 
the economy and corporates. 

CHART 4

US long-term mutual fund flows: net new cash, as of May 18, 2020

  Net new cash         Bond funds       Equity funds         Hybrid funds     

CHART 3

Composition of open-ended money market funds as a percent of total 
AUM (US), as of May 25, 2020.

  Tax-exempt (2.81%)         Taxable government (81.52%)         Prime (15.67%)     

Source: Macrobond.

Source: Macrobond.
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Conditions have normalized in the 
interest rates market more broadly.

After falling significantly since the start 
of the year on the back of rising worries 
about the economic hit from Covid-19, 
and increasing for a short period in March 
at the height of the financial market 
turbulence, long-term interest rates 
resumed drifting lower in recent weeks 
(Chart 5). Short-term interest rates have 
also moved lower (Chart 6). 

Strong short-term sovereign debt 
issuance to fund budget deficits has 
provided some support for short-term 
bond yields (relative to OIS) and will 
likely continue being a major driver 
over the next weeks/months. That 
said, pressure has been modest given 
the amount of issuance in the market. 
For the first time ever the UK issued a 
negative yielding government bond, with 
maturity of three years. In April alone, the 
US Treasury issued $1.3trn in Treasury 
bills — more than its cumulative issuance 
between December 2007 and December 
2019. Issuance of Treasury bills of similar 
magnitudes is expected continue in the 
coming months, before the Treasury 
increases longer dated issuance. 

CHART 5

US, UK, Euro Area 10-year Gov. Bonds YTD Cumulative Yield Change (%)  

  US 10-year        UK 10-year        Euro area 10-year

Data as of end-May. Source: Bloomberg. 
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CHART 6

US, UK, Euro Area 3-month Gov. Bonds YTD Cumulative Yield Change (%) 

  US 3-month        UK 3-month        Euro area 3-month

Data as of end-May. Source: Bloomberg.
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A review of the events in March

Disruptions in funding 
markets started as demand 
for liquidity from corporates 
led to stress in the commercial 
paper market… 

…As a result, funding costs for 
banks increased and banks’ 
ability to use their balance  
sheet for other types of  
lending was impaired…

…Stress spilled over to  
the off-shore US funding 
markets…

As the extent of the economic hit from 
Covid-19 in early/mid-March became 
clear, funding conditions tightened 
significantly. Corporates sought as 
much liquidity possible in the market, 
at a time when investors shifted away 
from prime money market funds into 
government money market funds 
to reduce their risk exposure. Prime 
money market funds sought to reduce 
their commercial paper and certificate 
of deposit holdings to raise cash and 
build liquidity buffers in response to 
actual and expected investor outflows.

Liquidity dried up first in Tier 2 
commercial paper market (equivalent 
to A- to BBB rated debt), but it 
evaporated shortly after also for 
Tier 1 commercial paper (equivalent 
to AA- to A rated debt). As a result, 
corporates who would normally issue 
commercial paper bought by prime 
money market funds rushed to draw 
down their credit lines with banks. 
Short-term funding markets in the US,  
UK, Canada, Australia experienced  
similar pressures.

The tightening in commercial paper 
funding impacted banks in two ways: 

•  Banks received less funding directly 
from prime market investors. As 
banks competed for alternative 
sources of funding, e.g., in the 
interbank market, the LIBOR–OIS 
spread widened, increasing funding 
costs for banks to undertake other 
activities, including lending in  
FX swaps markets and repo markets.

•  Given existing regulatory 
requirements on liquidity and capital 
ratios, the drawdown of corporate 
credit lines further crowded out 
other forms of bank lending. Such 
drawdowns increased rapidly above 
$100bn. 

These developments took place 
against a backdrop of a structurally 
lower ability of dealers to lend 
and absorb flows. For instance, US 
dealers’ Treasury inventories had been 
stretched for the past few years, due  
to regulatory requirements and the need 
to absorb a large amount of issuance.

With banks unable to supply dollar 
funding internationally, the US dollar 
and indicators of dollar funding costs 
increased significantly. The cross-
currency basis — a premium paid 
on the US dollar funding in exchange 
for local currency — approached 
levels last seen during the GFC. 
The tightening in offshore US dollar 
funding conditions was more severe 
in economies with large dollar funding 
demand but with no swap lines with 
the US Federal Reserve.

These developments took place 
against a backdrop of a structurally 
high imbalance between significant 
demand for US dollars internationally 
and low supply:

•  There has been strong growth in 
foreign currency portfolios (mostly 
dollar denominated), particularly by 
Asian institutional investors, where 
the common practice is to hedge 
the currency risk of long-term dollar 
assets by rolling-over short-term  
FX swaps. 

•  Following the GFC, banks that provide 
USD liquidity internationally have 
become a smaller part of the overall 
financial system, reflecting tighter 
regulation and narrower lending 
margins due to low interest rates. 
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A review of the events in March

…Market volatility and a funding squeeze in 
repo markets forced a liquidation of positions 
from leveraged investors, which spilled over to 
US Treasuries and other markets...

Relative value investors profit from 
small differences in the yield between 
cash bonds and the corresponding 
futures/swaps. These small differences 
are magnified by the extensive use of 
leverage, created through the use of 
repo to fund the cash bond position. 
Relative value trades were quite 
popular at the start of March, e.g., 
with many leveraged investors long 
treasuries and short the corresponding 
futures contract (as evidenced by the 
growing short position in treasury 
futures by leveraged funds). 

As financial market volatility picked 
up, margin requirements increased, 
particularly for trades at the long end 
of the curve. Conditions in markets 
deteriorated sharply, and investors 
rushed to futures, i.e., the most liquid 
instrument in fixed income. As a 
consequence, futures-implied yields 
dropped more rapidly than bond yields, 
imposing mark-to-market losses on 
relative value investors who had sold 
futures and bought cash bonds. The 
severe strain in relative value trades 

was evident when the implied repo 
rates of the cheapest-to-deliver bonds 
in the futures contracts rose markedly 
above market term repo rates (in 
normal circumstances they should  
be equal). 

Once the funds were no longer able 
to meet variation margins, their 
positions were unwound by dealers/
futures exchanges, pushing cash 
yields higher and bond prices lower. 
At the same time, an increase in 
secured funding cost (i.e., repo rates) 
in line with the moves seen in other 
segments of the funding market, 
meant that leveraged investors where 
less able to fund their cash bond 
positions, leading to further selling 
pressures. 

This gave rise to a margin spiral, with 
forced selling of sovereign bonds, 
particularly at the long end, and other 
liquid assets, e.g., gold. As trading 
desks around the world were moved 
from offices to individual homes, 
market liquidity further declined, 

exacerbating the moves. Individual 
institutional traders at home were in 
many cases more cautious in adding 
to positions, communication in general 
was more difficult and many of the 
trading systems which would normally 
flag arbitrage opportunities were not at 
trader’s fingertips.1

Sovereign bond yields rose and 
stopped acting as a hedge. Market 
turbulence spread to other types of 
investors and markets, such as CTA/
momentum funds, volatility control 
funds (which adjust their portfolios 
by allocating to safer assets when 
volatility rises), and risk parity funds 
(which use leverage to enhance the 
return contribution of safer assets, 
e.g., government bonds, in their overall 
portfolio), leading them to de-risk and/ 
or rebalance portfolios. Selling of 
sovereign bonds and other asset  
classes, further increased.

1 That said, overall the market is reputed to have behaved in an orderly fashion. Dealers granted forbearances where possible on the basis of 
relationships and prudent risk based decisions, reducing possible further selling pressure. 
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A review of the events in March

…Central bank intervention was  
key to restore the functioning of 
financial markets…

Funding stress in markets abated 
significantly since the end of March, 
when several central banks, including 
the US Federal Reserve, the European 
Central Bank, the Bank of Japan, 
and the Bank of England, rolled out 
new facilities and expanded existing 
programs aimed at preventing market 
disruptions, improving liquidity, and 
mitigating upward pressure on bond/
treasury yields.

In the US, the restart of asset 
purchases (and the relaxation of 
regulatory requirements) was key 
to free up dealers’ balance sheet 
capacity and allow them to increase 
market making activities. Given lack of 
balance sheet capacity, measures that 
relied on dealers to intermediate the 
transmission of liquidity to end users, 
such as the Fed’s repo operations, were 
likely less instrumental for restoring 
funding conditions (e.g., subscription 
rates for repo operations were 
relatively subdued). Asset purchases 
were restarted or expanded elsewhere 
as well, such as in the euro area, the 
UK and Japan.

To stem pressures on the Commercial 
Paper market, the Fed re-established 
the Commercial Paper Funding 
Facility (CPFF) for buying US dollar-

denominated commercial paper. The 
CPFF facility provided a backstop to 
CP spreads. Similar facilities were 
launched in the UK and Canada. 
The Fed also introduced the Money 
Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility 
(MMLF) intended to provide liquidity 
toward prime MMFs that experience 
significant outflows in risk-off moves. 

In response to pressures in offshore 
dollar funding markets, major 
central banks agreed to enhance 
the provision of US dollar liquidity 
through existing swap lines with 
the Fed or through new temporary 
swap lines, including between the 
Fed and several emerging market 
economies. On March 31, the Fed 
also launched a program that allows 
foreign central banks to enter into repo 
agreements with the Fed, therefore 
creating an option for central banks 
with US Treasury holdings to obtain 
temporary dollar liquidity without 
selling treasuries in the market. Since 
their launch in March, the take-up of 
the facilities has been large, leading to 
pressures in global US dollar funding 
markets abating significantly. In 
addition, deleveraging from some of 
the end users of offshore US dollar 
funding, e.g., hedge funds and REITs, 

led to a reduction of demand and some 
relief to this market.

The normalization of offshore dollar 
funding conditions has been an 
important development. Non-US 
banks operating in the US provide 
essential services to the US economy 
— they finance trade, real estate 
and construction, they provide term 
loans to corporate borrowers and are 
heavily involved in the syndicates that 
provide revolving credit facilities (the 
NY Fed estimates that they provide 
one-fourth of all commercial banking 
assets in the United States). Non-US 
banks don’t have access to more stable 
dollar funding and have to rely on the 
wholesale market in the US (through 
their branches and subsidiaries) and 
international capital markets (issuing 
dollar-denominated securities bought 
to a significant extent by US investors) 
for US dollar supply. Given stress in  
CP/CD markets and international 
capital markets, central bank swap 
lines allowed the Fed to channel 
(through foreign central banks) US 
dollar funding to non-US banks, 
allowing them to carry on their US  
and international activities. 
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A number of broader vulnerabilities 
in the financial system remain.

Total undrawn lines of credit amounted to 
$10 trillion at the end of 2019 for a sample 
of almost 400 banks headquartered 
in G7 — economies— around 50 
percent of risk-weighted assets (IMF). 
Notwithstanding the significant action 
by central banks to provide liquidity to 
banks in many economies, there is a risk 
of further large draws on corporate lines 
of credit, particularly given the risk of 
a second lockdown in the near future. 
Further large drawdowns of credit lines 
by corporates may impair banks’ ability 
or willingness to provide other types of 
funding to the financial system and the 
real economy. 

Many emerging market economies 
with significant US dollar needs still do 
not have swap lines with the Federal 
Reserve. These economies have also 
experienced large capital outflows since 
March and some are under stress from 
low commodities prices. In addition, a 
significant proportion of the demand for 
offshore USD funding comes from non-
banks, such as other non-bank financial 
institutions with hedging needs and 
corporates in need of USD working capital 
for trade. Channeling dollars to non-banks 
is not straightforward, as the Fed does not 
transact directly with these institutions 
and has limited ability to make sure this 
liquidity is passed on to end users. 

Vulnerabilities going forward 
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2 In the case of GC repo the security is one among a set or basket of securities which trade in the repo market at the same or a very similar repo rate.

Appendix

Market What is it? What does it tell us?

Libor–OIS Libor is an interest rate at which 
banks may obtain funds from other 
banks for a length equal to the 
maturity of the contract. 

An OIS is an interest rate swap in 
which daily payments of a reference 
overnight (O/N) rate are exchanged 
for a fixed rate over the contract 
period. The OIS rate is the fixed leg 
of such a swap, and captures the 
expected path of the O/N rate over 
the contract term.

Moves in Libor reflect factors affecting borrowing costs for banks, such as availability of 
alternative sources of funding, i.e., Commercial Paper (CP), deposits, etc., the availability of banks’ 
balance sheets to intermediate, or the perceived creditworthiness of financial institutions.

CP–OIS 
spread

The difference between the interest 
rate on (Financial or Non-Financial) 
Commercial Paper (AA rated for 
example) and OIS.

A higher spread may indicate increased Commercial Paper supply in the market or reduced 
demand for Commercial Paper. As it is for instance the case for Libor, Repo or off-shore USD 
funding costs, developments in CP markets may be driven by developments in other segments 
of the funding market.  

Cross- 
currency  
basis 

The difference between the US 
dollar interest rate obtained in the 
money market (e.g., USD Libor or 
OIS) and the implied dollar interest 
rate obtained from the FX swap 
market (i.e., USD Libor or OIS + 
the cross-currency basis). 

A negative basis implies that borrowing dollars through FX swaps is more expensive than 
borrowing in the dollar money market. A large negative basis reflects a scarcity of US dollar 
funding. Drivers include:

Demand: 

•  Corporates: currency hedging of international trade, which is mainly based on short-term 
contracts, and currency swaps to hedge their debt securities liabilities.

•  Institutional investors outside the United States/with non-USD liabilities: Investors have 
liabilities in non-USD currency, but they hold a globally diversified portfolio, with substantial 
portion denominated in the US dollar. To finance the purchase of dollar assets, they swap domestic 
currency into dollars, thereby gaining access to dollar funding on a currency-hedged basis. 

Supply: 

•  US and non-US banks and other financial intermediaries, who source their dollars in global 
capital markets. Non-US institutions may not have stable sources of funding for US dollars.

General 
Collateral  
(GC) repo 
rate – OIS

The difference between  
1. The rate paid by a borrower  
(of cash), for selling a security  
(typically government bonds2) 
as collateral to the lender, with a 
commitment to buy it back later;  
and 2. An OIS rate.

Repo markets redistribute liquidity between financial institutions, such as banks, insurance 
companies, asset managers, money market funds and other institutional investors. In so doing, 
repo markets help other financial markets to function smoothly. 

Market is driven by investors in search of specific collateral, leveraged investors seeking funding 
and banks’ availability to supply funding.

Significant increase in repo rates relative to OIS signals demand/supply imbalances for 
secured funding. Disruption in this market can spill over to other markets for which repo  
is central (e.g., cash sovereign bonds, futures).

Indicators of funding market stress
We recap some of the most used indicators of funding market stress in the table below. Recent developments in these indicators are 
shown in Chart 1. 

(continued on next page)
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Appendix (continued)

Market What is it? What does it tell us?

Cash bond 
yield –  
futures 
implied yield

The difference between the yield on 
the cheapest-to-deliver (CTD) cash 
bond and the implied yield on the 
corresponding futures contract.

A widening in the spread gives a sense of how cheap bonds are trading relative to futures.  
A wide spread may signal a higher (funding) costs of cash. 

The term structure of the Treasury futures-cash basis can provide an indication of which parts  
of the treasury yield curve may be facing liquidity issues.

Off-the-run 
– on-the-run 
sovereign 
bond yields

The difference between yields  
on 1. A sovereign bonds/note of a 
given maturity issued before the  
most recently issued bond/note  
and 2. The most recently issued  
bond/note.

A high spread indicates illiquidity in the cash bond market.

Swap 
spreads

The difference between the  
fixed leg of a swap rate and  
the sovereign bond yield of  
same maturity.

Swap spreads give an indication of balance sheet cost (holding treasuries entails using  
up balance sheet, while swaps are an off-balance sheet position). Other drivers include 
expectations for QE purchases and sovereign bond issuance (linked to fiscal policy). 

Periods of heightened volatility tend to limit balance sheet capacity of dealers due to  
tighter risk constraint, and swap spreads tend to become (more) negative.

Indicators of funding market stress
We recap some of the most used indicators of funding market stress in the table below. Recent developments in these indicators are 
shown in Chart 1. 
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and as a Commodity Trading Manager and Investment Fund Manager in Ontario.

BNY MELLON COMPANY INFORMATION

BNY Mellon Investment Management is an investment management organization and wealth manager, encompassing BNY Mellon’s affiliated investment 
management firms, wealth management organization and global distribution companies. BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon 
Corporation and may also be used as a generic term to reference the Corporation as a whole or its various subsidiaries generally. • Mellon Investments 
Corporation (Mellon) is a registered investment adviser and a subsidiary of BNY Mellon. • Insight Investments-Investment advisory services in North America 
are provided through two different investment advisers registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) using the brand Insight Investment: 
Insight North America LLC (INA) and Insight Investment International Limited (IIIL). The North American investment advisers are associated with other global 
investment managers that also (individually and collectively) use the corporate brand Insight. Insight is a subsidiary of BNY Mellon. • Newton Investment 
Management-Newton and/or the Newton Investment Management brand refers to the following group of affiliated companies: Newton Investment Man-
agement Limited, Newton Investment Management (North America) Limited (NIMNA Ltd) and Newton Investment Management (North America) LLC (NIMNA 
LLC). NIMNA LLC personnel are supervised persons of NIMNA Ltd and NIMNA LLC does not provide investment advice, all of which is conducted by NIMNA 
Ltd. NIMNA LLC and NIMNA Ltd are the only Newton companies authorized to offer services in the US. In the UK, NIMNA Ltd is authorized and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority in the conduct of investment business and is a wholly owned subsidiary of BNY Mellon. • Alcentra-BNY Mellon holds 100% of the 
parent holding company of BNY Alcentra Group Holdings Inc., which is comprised of the following affiliated companies: Alcentra Ltd. and Alcentra NY, LLC. • ARX 
is the brand used to describe the Brazilian investment capabilities of BNY Mellon ARX Investimentos Ltda. ARX is a subsidiary of BNY Mellon. • Dreyfus Cash 
Investment Strategies (Dreyfus CIS) is a division of BNY Mellon Investment Adviser, Inc., a subsidiary of BNY Mellon. • Walter Scott & Partners Limited (Walter 
Scott) is an investment management firm authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, and a subsidiary of BNY Mellon.• Siguler Guff-BNY 
Mellon owns a 20% interest in Siguler Guff & Company, LP and certain related entities (including Siguler Guff Advisers LLC). 

No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. All information contained 
herein is proprietary and is protected under copyright law. 
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